It’s not the end of the world
Set yourself feasible tasks
Under pressure!
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Against the wind
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Be flexible
Don’t be afraid of changes
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Don’t be a one-(wo)man-band
Values vs. Money
Come back down to Earth
Don’t get lost

Set priorities!
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Different views

an asset
or a problem?
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Is it always black and white?
Too much work!
From little things...

...big things grow
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The problem will not resolve itself
KEEP CALM AND THINK POSITIVE
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Is it really none of your business?
Don’t punish

Provide incentives
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If you think you are too small to make a difference...

...try sleeping with a mosquito in the room!
Problem?

What problem?
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More information needed
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Look for like-minded people
It’s time to take risks
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Get more visibility!
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Don’t panic

Organize!
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Networking

is the key to success
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Proceed step by step
The Titanic is sinking...

...but the orchestra keeps playing
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What are we waiting for?
Take your time
Running fast...

...but going nowhere
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Don’t be afraid to share your mistakes

We can learn from them
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Streamline!
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Let’s talk about it
Too many words

and not enough deeds
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Promote self-awareness
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Aim for the stars...

...if you fail, you’ll land on the moon
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Half full...

...or half empty?
I can’t see any development
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And now?
The problem is as big as a mountain
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Stop following trends

Find your own identity
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It might take time...

...before we can see some results
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Are we fighting windmills?
Nobody is a saint
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Start a domino effect
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Think out of the box
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Find the right key to your problem
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At night a candle is brighter than the Sun
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Stop blaming others

and take action!
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